XTR is an excellent public key system that can achieve the same communication and security advantages at a much lower computational cost because of small keys and fast key selection.XTR can apply in variety of environments that relies on the subgroup of discrete logarithm problem. This paper programs a large integer library and based on which achieves the XTR Diffie-Hellman agreement.
Introduction
In 2000, a XTR (efficient and compact subgroup trace representation) public key system was proposed by Lenstra [1] . XTR is a novel cryptography which based on a generator of the full multiplicative group of a finite field. XTR uses a subgroup of prime order q of the order ( ) GF p arithmetic to achieve 6 ( ) GF p security. Compared with RSA, under the same security as 1024-bit RSA using 170 P Q = = bits, XTR is faster in parameter and key selection. Compared with ECC, the key size of XTR and ECC is equivalent [2] , while the full exponentiation in XTR is faster than full scalar multiplication in ECC over a 170-bit prime field [3] [4] . So XTR is more excellent than RSA and ECC [5] [6] [7] . The research also shows that XTR single exponentiation (XTR-SE) [8] is less susceptible than the traditional exponentiation routines to environmental attacks such as Differential Power Analysis.
According to the discrete logarithm problem [9] , XTR can be used in any cryptosystem such as DiffieHellman key agreement, EIGamal encryption and Nyberg-Rueppel message recovery digital signatures. XTR can almost be applied in any environments that RSA or ECC can be applied, and may be regarded as the best alternate of RSA and ECC cryptographies.
Fundamentals of XTR public key system
There are some conclusion and arithmetic [1] . 
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The application and simulation in XTR
XTR can be applied in many fields, such as Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol, ElGamal encryption algorithm and Nyberg-Rueppel message digital signature.
There are some open large integer function libraries such as OpenSSL, Crypto++ Library. In this paper, we program a large integer library named CInteger based on C++. We realize Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol based on XTR using CInteger.
1. Simulation platform
The platform: Microsoft Windows 2000, Microsoft Visual Studio6.0, and IDE build environment. CInteger support the similar operator similar to the common int type, and CInteger class libraries include some simple arithmetic operation: squares algorithm, modular exponentiation and so on. In addition, we also integrated the main number theory operation: the modular operation about add, SUB, multiplication, square, Jacobi symbol, primarily testing and so on. 
